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ABSTRACT

Self-paced online learning not only provides the opportunities of
learning anytime but also chanllenges students’ time management,
especially in the context of learning multiple courses at same time.
The inappropriate scheduling of multiple courses may affect student
engagement and learning performance, thus how to arrange the study
time of multiple courses is a concern of both instructors and students.
Existing studies related to student engagement and time manage-
ment in online learning mainly focus on providing self-regulated
learning strategies and evaluating learning performance. However,
these methods have limited abilities to gain intuitive understanding
of the time management of multi-course learning. To address this
issue, we present LearnerVis to help users analyze how students
schedule their multi-course learning. LearnerVis visualize the tem-
poral features of learning process, and it enables users to customize
student groups to compare the differences in student engagement
and time management. A case study is conducted to demonstrate
the usefulness of the system with real-word dataset.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visual
analytics; Applied computing—E-learning

1 INTRODUCTION

Acquiring new knowledge and skills always takes a lot of time to
learn, and there is no exception in online learning environment.
With the advantages of learning anywhere and anytime, students
can schedule their online learning at their own pace. However,
this self-scheduled learning process also challenges students’ time
management, especially when learning multiple courses at the same
time (e.g., specialized courses and online undergraduate programs)
[2, 17]. In the less supervised online learning environment, the
inappropriate scheduling of multi-course study time may reduce
student engagement, course completion rate and course rating [2,22].
Therefore, understanding the time management of learning multiple
courses has been an important issue for both instructors and students.

With the support of learning management system (LMS), students’
online learning process can be recorded as log data, which is a
potential data source for analyzing student engagement and their
time management. Existing studies have proposed many indicators
based on log data to measure the time management feature, such as
the time that students spent on certain tasks [6, 13], the interval time
between two tasks [2] and the remaining time before the deadlines
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[11] etc. By using these indicators, recent studies have examined
self-regulated learning strategies [14, 15], learners’ behaviors [21],
and influences of time management on learning performance [22].

However, due to the complexity of learning multiple courses, ex-
isting indicators and methods have difficulties in characterizing and
visualizing the temporal features of long-term learning process. To
address this issue, we introduce the LearnerVis system for instruc-
tors to analyze students’ time management patterns intuitively. First,
we propose an engagement calendar matrix to represent daily learn-
ing activities based on well-studied indicators. Then, we develop a
visual analytics system with five coordinated views to explore the
temporal patterns of multi-course learning process. Main contribu-
tions of this work are summarized as follows:

1) An engagement calendar matrix model for describing and
analyzing the time management in online learning process, which
not only captures the temporal aspect of learning activities, but also
supports visual understanding.

2) An interactive visual analytics system for exploring the time
management of multi-course learning based on the proposed model.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Student Engagement and Time Management
Scholars have typically identified student engagement as a construct
that consists of three components: behavioral engagement, emo-
tional engagement, and cognitive engagement [10]. In this work, we
focus on students’ behavioral engagement and throughout this paper,
”engagement” will refer to ”behavioral engagement”. To measure
student engagement and time management features in online learn-
ing environments, many indicators have been proposed from various
perspectives. The most commonly used indicators are based on the
time spent on interactions with functions and resources in the LMS.
For instance, Guo et al. [9] used the time that a student spends on a
video as proxies for student engagement. Van der Sluis et al. [19]
used the dwelling time (how much time students spend watching a
video) and the dwelling rate (how much of the video they watch) to
measure student engagement with educational videos. Bote-Lorenzo
and Gómez-Sánchez [1] defined 16 indicators for measuring stu-
dent engagement in each chapter of an online course, such as the
percentage of lecture videos that were totally or partially watched.

However, these indicators compressed the details of time man-
agement into a few values, thus caused the loss of temporal and
sequential information in learning process. Our work extends these
studies by dividing day segments to preserve the detailed temporal
information in student engagement over time.

2.2 Online Learning Visualization
Previous studies applied statistical tools and machine learning meth-
ods to the analysis of student engagement and time management.
However, the findings are usually presented in tables and basic
charts, which are difficult to provide intuitive impression and help
users conduct further interactive analysis. To address this issue, an



emerging trend is applying visualization techniques to present the
data and help users analyze the patterns of online learning. For
instance, Xia and Wilson [20] developed a comparative heatmap
tool that enabled instructors to explore and compare student’s video
engagement. Shi et al. [18] developed VisMOOC system to show
the temporal patterns of viewing activities in clickstream data with
stacked graphs and calendar heatmap. Chen et al. [3] developed a
visual analytics system called PeakVizor to investigate viewing pat-
terns in clickstream data. Fu et al. [7] developed VisForum system
to analyze the temporal information of user groups. Chen et al. [4]
developed ViSeq system to capture the sequential information in
online learning activities.

These works apply a variety of visualization and interactive tech-
niques in online learning, such as thread river [8] and calendar
heatmap [18] to show the temporal features of learning process,
which inspire the design of our system.

3 TASK ANALYSIS

With respects of user needs for analyzing students’ time management
of learning multiple courses, we conducted several rounds of inter-
views with four domain experts from our distance education school.
Two of them are senior engineers of technology center and the other
two are course instructors. The task requirements are summarized
as follows:

T.1 How do students schedule learning in a period of time?
In the long-term online learning process, a variety of factors affect
students’ learning time, which may lead to changes in the learn-
ing schedule. This kind of feature is important for understanding
students’ actual time management.

T.2 How do students arrange the study of multiple courses?
Since there is no fixed curriculum like the traditional classroom,
students have to arrange the progress of each course on their own
pace. Understanding the arrangement of multi-course learning will
help provide instructions.

T.3 What is the relationship between student engagement
and time management? The student’s time management is re-
lated to the time spent on learning, which may directly affect student
engagement. Studying this relationship helps to understand the
changes in student engagement, and provide basis of instructional
interventions.

3.1 Design Rationale
Based on the tasks addressed above, we derive the following design
rationales to guide our design.

R.1 Presentation of student engagement: In the long-term
learning process, there may be a correlation between time man-
agement and student engagement (T.1, T.3). We need to present the
changes in student engagement over time.

R.2 Exploration of multi-course time management: The learn-
ing progress of multiple courses may overlap in a period of time,
which in turn reflects how students arrange multiple courses (T.2).
Visualization should demonstrate the multi-course time manage-
ment.

R.3 Exploration among different student groups: Analyzing
the differences of various student groups helps to understand the
relationship between time management and student engagement
(T.2, T.3). Visualization should support comparison among different
student groups.

R.4 Interactive exploration: Since students, student groups and
their engagement indicators are related to each other, it is necessary
to provide an interactive interface that allow users to customize
student groups for exploration.

4 DATA ABSTRACTION

To capture the time management features of multi-course learning,
we propose the engagement calendar matrix to model the long-
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Figure 1: The engagement calendar matrix.

term learning process. As shown in Fig. 1, there are four steps to
produce the engagement calendar matrix of each student. 1) We split
the time-stamped learner-generated learning log data into separate
segments on a daily basis. 2) The daily student engagement is
measured by k indicators, such as the interaction counts of student-
course, student-student and student-system, video viewing time,
session time [6, 12, 17] etc. We embed the daily student engagement
into a k ×m-dimensional daily engagement matrix in date order,
where m is the number of days. 3) The daily engagement matrix is
compressed into the 1×m-dimensional daily engagement vector. 4)
We map each element of the compressed vector in the calendar-like
7×w-dimensional engagement calendar matrix by date, where w
represents the number of weeks.

The engagement calendar matrix can reflect various aspects of the
student engagement over time according to the way of compressing
daily engagement matrix in the third step. For example, weighted
linear aggregation of all indicators can represent the overall engage-
ment, and selecting single indicator can represent a particular aspect
of engagement. In this paper, we use a weighted sum of all indicators
to generate the thumbnails of learning calendar. In addition, we also
select the video related indicators (i.e., video utilization rate, the ra-
tio of time spent on viewing to the video duration) to represent daily
learning activities according to suggestions from domain experts.

To capture the time management characteristics and predict stu-
dent’s grade point in the final exam, we design a prediction model
based on convolutional neural network to extract the temporal fea-
tures of the engagement calendar matrix. This prediction model
consists of two convolutional layers to capture the short-term (i.e.,
1×7 column-wise) and long-term (i.e., n×1 row-wise) patterns of
engagement. We use the prediction results to help users analyze the
impact of time management on student’s exam performance.

5 VISUAL DESIGN

5.1 Learner Overview

To provide users with intuitive impression on the overall engagement
distribution of all students (R.1), we use scatter chart to show the
statistics on the indicators of student engagement (Fig. 2(b)). In
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Figure 2: Demonstrating the LearnerVis system that shows: (a) a group list containing customized student groups; (b) a Learner Overview
depicting the overall engagement distribution of all students in scatter charts; (c) a Comparison View showing engagement differences between
student groups; (d) a Learning Calendar View showing the overall learning process of each student in the selected groups in group list; and (e) a
Learning Details View revealing the time management of multi-course learning process.

this chart, each gray dot represents a student, while other colored
dots represent students who belongs to a specific student group. The
x-axis and the y-axis can be set to any indicator to see different
engagement distribution of same population. For example, as shown
in Fig. 2(b1), the x-axis ”Student-LMS Count” represents the total
number of non-learning interactions with the LMS system, such as
sign in/off and browse news. The y-axis ”Student-Content Count”
represents the total number of interactions with course resources,
such as course videos, lecture notes, textbooks and assignments. In
addition, users can preview the engagement distribution of other
indicators in a set of scatter chart thumbnails (Fig. 2(b2)).

In this view, we use FIt-SNE algorithm [16] to map the high-
dimensional student engagement to a 2D plane for discovering po-
tential clusters. We also design an automatic group creation tool
based on DBSCAN algorithm [5] to cluster dots based on the dot
density. Users can also select students of interest (Fig. 2(b3)) with
an interactive selector for further comparison (R.4).

5.2 Comparison View
To understand the engagement difference among student groups
(R.3), we use a set of box charts to compare the student groups
across multiple indicators. As shown in Fig. 2(c), each box chart
displays an indicator from left to right, and each series represents
a student group from top to bottom. The color of each series is
consistent with the color displayed in the group list (Fig. 2(a)).

5.3 Learning Calendar View
We design this view to understand the temporal information of
overall learning process (R.1 and R.2). In this view, the engagement
calendar matrix defined in Section 3 is color-encoded to show the
whole learning process (Fig. 2(d)). This view displays student groups
in rows from top to bottom, in which the engagement calendar matrix
of each student is shown from left to right. When mouse is over each
engagement calendar matrix, the corresponding dot in the Learner
Overview will be enlarged.

5.4 Learning Details View

In this view, two panels are designed to show the time management
of multi-course learning (R.3), namely Daily Viewing Panel and
Weekly Statistics Panel. To distinguish learning behaviors among
courses, we encode each course with a color, and the course color
encoding used in this view is independent of other views (Fig. 2(e)).

Daily Viewing Panel: In this panel, we design a calendar-based
chart to visualize the daily video utilization of each course, which
shows a student’s viewing history. The date range of this chart is
consistent with the thumbnail in Learning Calendar View. In each
date cell, a check-in icon in the upper-right corner indicates that
the student has logged in the LMS on that day. Meanwhile, all
the videos viewed on that day are listed as video cells, which are
color-encoded by the course color.

Each video cell represents a courseware video, and the video uti-
lization rate is mapped to the width of the inner block. For example,
a full filled video cell represents this video has been completely
viewed, while a half filled video cell represents only half of the
video has been viewed. When users click the date cell, detailed
viewing list will be shown in a popup window (R.4). In addition,
the course exam dates are marked in the upper right corner of the
corresponding date cell.

Weekly Statistics Panel: During the evaluation of early proto-
type system, domain experts comment that the daily viewing panel
fully demonstrates the details but lacks understanding of the overall
feature of learning multiple courses. Therefore, we design this panel,
which shows a stacked bar chart to illustrate the weekly viewing
statistics (Fig. 2(e2)). The x-axis of this chart represents the weeks,
where each bin corresponds to the week column in the above Daily
Viewing Panel (e.g., as shown in Fig. 2(e3), the bin of week 5 cor-
responds to the week from March 26 to April 1). Each bar of this
chart represents the total number of viewed videos of each course
in corresponding week. The color encoding used in this chart is
corresponding to the Daily Viewing Panel.



6 CASE STUDY

To verify the usability of LearnerVis, we conduct case study with
two domain experts from our online education school (EA and
EB). Both of them are course instructors and have experience in
teaching programming foundation courses of computer science. The
learning log data used in case study is from our online education
school’s online undergraduate program, which consists of 13,655
students and their learning logs (18,742,369 lines) in four semesters
(from March 2017 to February 2019). In the first semester (i.e.,
March to July in 2017), all students must take about 6 courses
(e.g., English, politics, distance learning, computer fundamentals,
advanced mathematics, etc.).

In the Learner Overview (Fig. 2(b1)), they first find that the over-
all student engagement is lower than expectation. As shown in
Fig. 2(b5), a large number of dots are densely distributed in the
lower left corner of the chart, which indicates that most students
have relatively low engagement with the LMS and course resources.
As the number in x-axis increase, the density of dots decrease sig-
nificantly, except for the area shown in Fig. 2(b4). EA explains
that although students have a variety of factors that affect learning,
they may view less videos than required number. In addition, the
content of these videos may exceed the examination requirements;
thus, viewing a few videos is sufficient for passing the exams and
earning credit. However, the dense area shown in Fig. 2(b4) suggests
a different student engagement patterns.

Using the interactive selector, they customize several groups of
interested students in Fig. 2(b4), (b5) and (b6) for comparative explo-
ration of their time management (i.e., corresponding to orange, blue
and green groups in Fig. 2(a), (c) and (d)). As shown in Fig. 2(d1),
most students in blue group have few online learning days and show
no obvious temporal patterns. The online days of students in orange
group is significantly higher than (d1), and it is characterized by
1-2 weeks of continuous intensive online learning in the middle of
semester or before the final exams (Fig. 2(d2)). EB believes that
this engagement distribution and corresponding learning calendars
reflect a real learning phenomenon of procrastination. In addition,
the students in green group spend more days on learning and show
higher engagement than other groups (Fig. 2(d3)). Since the number
of students in green group is small, domain experts browse each
student’s details in Learning Details View.

While browsing the green student group (i.e., those shown in
Fig. 2(b6)), domain experts find some interesting patterns of multi-
course time management, including the following: 1) self-regulated
parallel learning: as a typical case shown in Fig. 3(a), these students
regularly learn 4-5 courses per week and watch several videos per
day; 2) self-regulated sequential learning: these students also learn
regularly, but they will learn courses one by one and watch a lot
of videos in one day (Fig. 3(b)); 3) procrastinated cram learning:
although these students have spent many days on learning before
exams, they rarely watched video completely and the progress of
each course was lower (Fig. 3(c)). Both experts comment that these
time management patterns may reflect different learning motivations
and habits, which can be used for conducting teaching interventions,
such as organizing offline discussions and providing support ser-
vices. In addition, they consider providing these findings to school
managers as a reference for improving the course design.

According to the feedbacks from our domain experts, LearnerVis
still has room to improve. Although it could show the time manage-
ment of one student, they have to browse many individuals to gain
insight into the time management patterns of a group of students.
Therefore, a primal improvement needed is to append the system
with group analysis in future work.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a visual analytics system called Learn-
erVis based on our proposed engagement calendar matrix model for

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Three patterns of multi-course time management, includ-
ing (a) self-regulated parallel learning, (b) self-regulated sequential
learning, and (c) procrastinated cram learning.

exploring the time management of multi-course learning in online
learning environment. A case study exemplifies the usefulness and
the effectiveness of the design.

Since the calendar-based visualization provides an intuitive rep-
resentation of the periodicity of time series data, it may be applied
to other domains. For instance, in sports and fitness, it can be used
to visualize daily exercise to understand long-term exercise habits.
Users, such as dietitians, can recommend training and diet plans
based on the intensity of the exercise habits.
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